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TO THE EDITORS,

Hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HIPEC) is

certainly a promising treatment option for patients with

advanced ovarian cancer, since this disease often remains

limited to the peritoneal cavity and this is also the preferred

site of recurrence. However, there is insufficient evidence

in scientific literature to advocate this approach as a formal

therapy for ovarian cancer, and HIPEC still needs to be

evaluated by means of randomized trials, which may surely

provide additional information on this matter. In this set-

ting, we read with great interest the recently published

article by Spiliotis et al. in Annals of Surgical Oncology1

describing the first phase III trial exploring use of HIPEC

for ovarian cancer.

Despite the scientific merit of this pioneering study, we

noticed some drawbacks in the presentation that we would

like to point out as follows: Firstly, I believe that the sta-

tistical analysis was not clearly described and applied. The

authors mainly focused their presentation on ‘‘mean overall

survival,’’ whereas the survival estimation was also pre-

sented as Kaplan–Meier plots and (probably) compared by

the log-rank test. Another main point is that the median

survival was not reached during the follow-up period

according to the survival plots presented in the article, an

important fact that was not mentioned by the authors.

Accordingly, to present survival rates as ‘‘means’’ is

probably not appropriate to a nonparametric approach (i.e.,

Kaplan–Meier plus log-rank test) as presented. Instead of

that, the authors should base their survival analysis on

(cumulative proportional) progression-free survival, espe-

cially because this is an excellent predictor of later overall

survival. The only reference to this type of presentation is

in the abstract, and the reported ‘‘3-year survival’’ rates of

75% versus 18% appear to be not in accordance with the

survival plots presented in the results (i.e., Fig. 1, no

HIPEC group). Finally, the subgroup analyses were miti-

gated by the variable and shorter follow-up, while I am not

sure that the sample size calculation was powered to permit

appropriate conclusions.

In conclusion, I would like to congratulate the authors

for their efforts in developing this phase III trial, and for

the discussion of their interesting results in regard to sur-

vival rates between patients with platinum-resistant versus

platinum-sensitive disease. However, in view of the criti-

cism presented above, we feel that no definitive conclusion

is possible based on their data, and further studies are

necessary before HIPEC may be considered a formal

treatment option for recurrent ovarian cancer. We are

currently eagerly waiting results of other ongoing phase III

trials.
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